
PRAYAG PUBLIC SCHOOL & COLLEGE , LALGOPALGANJ  
   CLASS – 2 *DAILY HOME- WORK  DATE- 27-07-2020  
  
NOTE:- Before starting the Lesson you must write Date, Lesson Number , Lesson Name, Class Work in proper place for all subjects. 
 
ENGLISH LITERATURE  
 
L- 3 I wish  
 
Write  5 lines of  
the poem I wish  ( from your text book), Chapter - 3 'zoo'.-2  Pg. No. 
 
Learn- Learn the poem . 
 
-------------------------------- 
Class 2 video L-3  I  Wish (Zoo) part  1 
------------------------------- 
 2-ENGLISH LANGUAGE-  
 
Revision  
 Write the definition of Noun and pronoun  
Write 2 examples 
******* 
Write down the plural form of the following noun by adding 's'/ 'es'. 
---------------------- 
1) book 
2) match 
3) table 
4) class 
5) dress 
(do in your register) 
LEARN:- Learn plural from your book page no. 12):  Do in your CW notebook. Ch-3 Proper Noun 
Definition of noun with examples.  ( From book Ch- 3 pg no. 12) 
Note- Before starting the Chapter first mention the chapter name and chapter no. With date then you will write the definition. 
Learn- Learn the definition of proper noun. 
 
 3-HINDI-  

              

 

    - ४     औ       

 

              ,      औ         

 
********* 

Video      औ           1 

*********:  
 Do in your CW notebook. 
 
 4- MATHS-  
(Do in c.w.copy) 
Face value- The face value of a digit in a number is the actual value of the digit, at  whatever place it may be.  
Q. Write the face value of each digit. 
a) 914. b) 623 c) 375 d)569 
 
Learn the definition of Face value do in register 
********* 
Video-  chapter-3 Three digit numbers part 8 



******** 
 5-EVS-  
chapter 6 
Clothing 
Write it down in class work copy. 
Hard words 
1. Comfortable 
2. Casuals 
3. Occasions 
4. Thread 
5. Looms 
 Write it twice and learn...do neat and clean work. 
 
------------------------------- 
Class 2 video L-6 
Clothing 
----------------------------_-- 
 *6- COMPUTER-  
Ch-2 Computer’s Parts 
Write- Do in your Computer CW note book. 
Guess who am I? 
1- I give you print of your work.-            Printer 
2- I used to listen music.-                        Speakers 
3- I used to store data. -                          CD / DVD /  PD 
4- I used to record your sound.-             Microphone 
5- I used to give power to the computer when power supply goes off.-   UPS 
6- I used to save your documents and photographs in the form of files. -  Scanner 
 
Learn- All the given  work.-L-2.   Computer's Parts  
Read page number 15 and 16 loudly and Underline hard words. 


